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Abstract—Software Product Lines (SPLs) are not intended to

create one application, but a number of them: a product family.

In contrast to one-off development, SPLs are based on the idea

that the distinct products of the family share a significant amount

of assets. This forces a change in how software is developed.

Likewise, software testing should mimic its code counterpart:

product testing should also be produced out of a common set

of assets. Specifically, this paper addresses how model-driven

testing, used for one-off development, can be moved to an SPL

setting. We focus on feature-oriented software development as the

SPL realization technique. UML sequence diagrams are used to

represent the common and feature scenarios. This models are

transformed through model transformations to obtain test cases

that conform to the UML Testing Profile.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software Product Lines (SPLs) emerge as a reuse approach
when a set of software applications overlap in their function-
ality. Clements et al. define an SPL as "a set of software-
intensive systems, sharing a common, managed set of features
that satisfy the specific needs of a particular market segment
or mission and that are developed from a common set of core
assets in a prescribed way" [1]. This approach distinguishes
between (1) the developmet of the product line as such (i.e. the
core assets) which defines and realizes the commonality and
variability of the product family, and (2) the development of
the product per se, which is derived from the core assets based
on the features to be exhibited by this product. This two-step
process highlights pre-planned reuse: a domain study is first
conducted that provides a set of components one knows for
sure will be reused for different products of the family.

On the other hand, preventing mismatches between the
application and its testing counterpart calls for an alignment
of the application and the testing development processes. SPL
setting is characterized by (1) a potentially broad number of
artifacts, (2) tangling relationships among them, (3) lasting
lifecycles, and (4), neat distinction between artifact producers
(i.e., domain engineers) and artifact consumers (i.e., appli-
cation engineers). Since SPL products are developed out of
core assets components, the testing of SPL products should be
based on the tests which exist from those core components.
Likewise, if SPL products are built by composing core assets
then, the tests for such products should also be delivered
through composition.

This paper presents a model-driven testing approach to

SPLs. The final aim is to mimic the development of its product
counterpart. The approach focuses on functional testing, where
functional specifications are described for the SPL at design
level using UML models. Specifically, UML use cases and
UML sequence diagrams are used for define base and feature
functionalities. This work presents two main contributions,
first a way to define base and feature functionalities at design
level following a feature-oriented approach for SPLs and,
second, a model-driven testing approach from these models,
where test models are realized using the UML Testing Profile
[2]. These models are later traduced to executable test code for
the base functionalities and the feature functionalities. Then,
their are composes to obtain test code for the products in
the line. The paper begins with a brief summary of Software
Product Lines.

II. A BRIEF ON PRODUCT LINES

SPLs are not intended to build a single application, but a
number of them: a product family. This forces a change in
the engineering process where a distinction is made between
Domain Engineering and Application Engineering. Domain
Engineering (a.k.a. core asset development [1]) determines the
commonality and the variability of the SPL. On the other
hand, Application Engineering (a.k.a. product development
[1]) produces concrete products out of the core assets. Doing
so, the construction of the reusable assets (i.e., core assets)
and their variability (a.k.a. variants) is separated from the
production of the concrete products that form the family.
Variability is a central concept in product family development.
Adequately managing the variability among the family mem-
bers is what permits the generation of the different products
by reusing core assets. Variability is captured through features

(i.e., increments in program functionality that customers use
to distinguish one application from another [3]). The set of
features of an SPL defines its scope. Such set is captured
through a feature model (i.e., the specification of all legal
compositions of features in a product line [3]) during do-
main engineering. This feature model gets instantiated (a.k.a.
configuration model) during application engineering. This
configuration model describes the concrete features to be
exhibited by each single product.

As a running example, consider the playing-board game
SPL (Game SPL). These kind of games share a broad set of
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Figure 1. Feature Model for the Game SPL.

characteristics, such as the existence of a board, one or more
players, maybe the use of dice, the presence or absence of
cards, policies related to the assignment of turns to the next
player, etc. Figure 1 depicts the feature model for the Game
SPL using the FODA notation [3]. Variations are admitted
along four aspects, namely:

• Type: which corresponds to one of the possible variations.
Each one corresponds to one of the supported four games
(Chess, Checkers, Ludo or Trivial).

• Opponent: The player can play against either the com-
puter or another online human player.

• Players: The minimum number of players for these
games is 2, but optionally some games can be played by
3, 4, or more than 4 players. Chess and Checkers exclude
this option.

• Dice: Ludo and Trivial require throwing the dice prior to
moving, but Chess and Checkers exclude this feature.

Once the SPL is characterized along its feature model, the
challenge rests on how to engineer artifacts (i.e. the core as-
sets) for variability along this feature model. A first distinction
can be made between the subtractive and additive approaches
[4]. Subtractive approaches are successors of the conditional
sentences found in code artifacts, where instruction execution
is conditioned through checks of a feature’s presence/absence.
A core artifact is then "customized" by not executing all
those instructions whose conditions are not met by the current
configuration model. By contrast, the additive approaches

strive to realize each feature in a separate artifact, the so-called
delta artifacts. Base artifacts account for the commonality of
the SPL while delta artifacts leverage the base with the feature
at hand. At production time, base artifacts are composed with
those delta artifacts according to the configuration model.
Feature Oriented Software Development (FOSD) follows this
second approach [5].

A. Feature Oriented Software Development

FOSD dictates that a complex program is developed from
a simple program by adding features incrementally using
function composition (where • denotes such composition):

i • x // adds feature i to base program x
j • x // adds feature j to base program x

Figure 2a shows a base artifact Foo defining variable members

Figure 2. Adding a Feature to a Class

(x and y), and methods (getX and getY). This base artifact
can now be incrementally extended by adding a new method
reset() that extends the functionality of the base with a new
feature Feature1. Figure 2b shows such extension using the
Jak language [5]. The expression Feature1•Base returns a
Jak artifact which holds feature Feature1 (see Figure 2c).
Likewise, Feature2•Feature1•Base stands for the base being
enhanced with features Feature1 and Feature2, where the order
of feature composition (i.e., from right to left) can matter.

Core assets stand for either base artifacts (i.e. those provid-
ing the commonality) or delta artifacts (i.e. those realizing
the variations). Delta artifacts realize features. That is, they
encapsulate the set of changes that should be accomplished
unitedly to leverage the base with an identifiable feature
functionality (i.e. deltas encapsulate the changes that realize
the feature, document the feature, test the feature, etc.). A
formalization of deltas of models can be found in [6].

The challenge rests on applying FOSD approach to artifacts
other than code. This however is most important to ensure
uniformity so that all artifacts no matter their type follow
the same development approach. In this way, a small number
of operators can be use to manipulate all artifacts, ad-hoc
complexity is reduced and better scalability is ensured [5].

III. A DESIGN APPROACH FOR SPLS

This paper advocates for SPL testing to mimic SPL product
development. An SPL end product just looks as any other
software product. So, traditional testing techniques could be
used. However, the difference stems from the development
process. SPLs differ from one-off development in that products
are obtained from a common infrastructure (a.k.a. core assets).
SPLs introduce a sharp distinction between artifacts for reuse
(i.e., core assets) versus artifacts developed by reuse (i.e.
the SPL products). Likewise, testing should follow similar
practices. Effective reuse requires the existence of test core
assets (i.e. tests for reuse) which are later composed to deliver
full-fledged tests for the product at hand.

This section explains how the FOSD approach is extended to
UML models used to design the SPL. Our approach focuses
on functional testing level. In that sense, the UML models
used to represent the system are: UML use cases and UML
sequence diagrams.

UML Use Cases are used to capture the requirements of a
system, that is, what a system is supposed to do. Scenarios
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concretize use cases by describing one path in the flow of
the use case at hand. Each scenario provides the grounds for
conducting functional testing and a Test Scenario accounts
for the test requirements of a scenario. Figure 3 shows the
Move and ThrowDice use cases. These use cases are part of
the Game SPL.

Figure 3. Move and ThrowDice Use Cases

UML’s Interaction model is a common notation to describe
scenarios [7]. An interaction is a composition of messages
[7], a message defines a particular communication between
lifelines. A lifeline represents an individual participant in
the interaction. A message then relates two happenings in,
normally distinct, lifelines. A common graphical notation to
depict models of this metamodel are Sequence Diagrams (SD).
In this work the terms sequence diagram and interaction are
used indistinctly. Figure 4 illustrates the Move Scenario.

Back to SPLs, a distinction is made between Base inter-
actions (i.e. interactions that contain the commonality of the
SPL) and Delta interactions (i.e. interactions that account
for a specific feature). The question is how deltas differ
from traditional interactions. The main difference stems from
deltas being inconclusive. Deltas do not exist in isolation but
define increments on Base interactions. This fact is realized
as an extension point to the Base interaction. This extension
point is denoted through a UML message. Figure 5 shows
ThrowDice interaction which partially describes the delta Dice.
ThrowDice leverages Move with the ability of throwing dices.
This enhancement is constrained to occur (1) after the player
consults his turn and (2) before moving. To denote this location
in UML terms, we resort to the notion of gate. A gate is a

Figure 4. Move scenario functionality

Figure 5. ThrowDice sequence diagram

(a) Package Structure (b) Move and ThrowDice Packages

Figure 6. UML Package Merge

representative of an OccurrenceSpecification that is not in the
same scope as the gate [7]. A gate is a connection point for
locating a message outside an interaction with respect to a
message inside the interaction. Figure 5 shows such a gate
for the ThrowDice delta. The gate indicates that the delta is to
occur just above the namesake message in the base interaction.

At this point, it is worth noticing that artifacts are arranged
into higher units along the feature criterium. For each feature
in the SPL, one delta package exits. Both Base packages and
Delta packages exhibit the same structure. For the purpose of
this paper, artifacts are arranged along three main types: use
cases, scenarios and tests. Figure 6(a) provides an example.
Unlike Base packages, Delta packages can hold delta scenarios
along with complete artifacts. This infrastructure is used
during product generation. This is the topic of the next section.

IV. A TESTING APPROACH FOR SPL

An SPL infrastructure refers to the set of core assets that
will be reused during the production of end products. This
infrastructure includes testing. Figure 7 shows the main assets
and their relationships. Hereafter, the term “test deltas” is used
to denote these test core assets. The notion of “delta” aims to
suggest the inconclusive definition of these tests that require
to be composed to be fully operational.

In our particular setting, “functional artifacts” are to be
complemented with “testing artifacts”. The artifacts involved
are depicted in the upper part of Figure 7. Besides Use
Cases, Scenarios and Scenario Tests, now we introduce Delta
Use Cases, Delta Scenarios and Delta Scenario Tests, which
support features. In brief, deltas provide an increment in
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Figure 7. Artifact types and their content relationships.

functionality independent of the artifact that realizes such
functionality (e.g. a use case, a scenario or a test).

The previous section addressed delta definition for design
models . Delta development can be distributed among different
developers. After all, deltas account for features. A feature is a
meaningful increment in functionality which can be subject to
a different evolution pace than its other feature companions.
This makes features common units of workload distribution
among developer teams. This implies that features tend to be
developed (and tested) separately from the rest of the SPL
infrastructure.

We then propose three-step for Testing in SPL (see Figure
8), namely: test base, test delta and test product functionalities
.

Figure 8. Metamodels and transformations for Testing in SPL

A. Testing base functionality
The base functionality is described through UML SD. In

previous works [8], [9], we defined an automated approach
to obtain executable test cases from scenarios described using
UML SD. From a functional testing point of view, generating
test cases scenarios implies that the system must be considered
as a black box, and the stimulus from the actor to the
system must be simulated, and vice versa. Figure 8 (above)
describes the transformations for test base functionality. The
first transformation (T1), converts a SD in a test case scenario.
The test case scenario is represented also using UML SD and
follows the UML Testing Profile (UML-TP) [2]. The second
transformation (T2), converts test case behavior in test code.
These transformations are described next:

UML SD to test case scenario (T1): This transformation
is a model to model transformation, mapping from the UML
Interaction metamodel (used for scenario description) to the

Figure 9. Test Case for Move Scenario

UML 2.0 Testing Profile (used for test case description)
and was developed using OMG’s Query-View-Transformation
language (QVT) [10]. Along the UML-TP[2], actors are repre-
sented as TestComponents, test data is stored in the DataPool
whilst the System is represented as the System Under Test
(SUT). Figure 9 depicted the Move test scenario transformed
from Move Scenario (Figure 4). Each message between the
actor and the SUT must be tested. For example, to test the
message Move(start,finish) in Move, the following steps are
necessary:

1) Obtaining the test data: The TestComponent asks
for the test data using the DataSelector operation in
the DataPool. Figure 9 shows the message ds_Move()
stereotyped as DataSelector, that returns three parame-
ters, the start and finish data and the expected result for
the test case (return2).

2) Executing the test case in the SUT: The TestCompo-
nent calls the message to test in the SUT. The operation
Move(start,finish) is tested with the input data returned
by the dataPool as parameter and returns the actual result
(realR2).

3) Obtaining the test case verdict: The TestComponent
executes the state invariant stereotyped as validation
action, comparing the expected and the real results. For
the operation Move(start,finish), if the realR2 (actual
value) is equal to the return2 (expected value) the test
case pass else fail.

Test case scenario to test code (T2): This is a model to text
transformation, takes as input test case scenarios described
through the UML-TP and returns as output executable test
code using the xUnit test language. xUnit is a family of
frameworks, which enable the automated testing of different
elements (units) of software. The generated test code can
be executed using the corresponding xUnit framework to
test the system. This transformation was developed with the
MOFScript tool1. To illustrate this transformation we use Java

1http://www.eclipse.org/gmt/mofscript/
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and its corresponding test language JUnit2. The transformation
takes as input the test case for Move (Figure 9), and transforms
it into a JUnit test method (see Figure 11(a)). Basically, the
test method asks for the test data to the dataPool. The dataPool
returns a vector with the test data set, allowing test the same
functionality with several data values. Then, extract each test
data and call the operations to test. First, the canMove() is
tested and the expected and the returned result is compared
using the assertTrue sentence of JUnit. The process is repeated
for the Move(start, finish) operation.

B. Testing delta functionality
This step focuses on the scenarios that apply uniquely to

the feature at hand. The only difference between testing Base
interactions and Delta interactions is that the latter hold a
gate. Figure 8 shows transformation T3. This transformation

Figure 10. Test case scenario for ThrowDice.

first just removes the gates and proceeds in the same way as
transformation T1, as was described above. Figure 5 shows
the ThrowDice interaction with a gate and Figure 10 shows
the generated test case. To obtain the executable test code, the
transformation T2 is also used.

C. Testing the composition between the delta and the base
The rationale behind this step is that a feature never occurs

alone but at least the Base needs to be present. This implies
that Base scenarios need to be first composed with Delta
scenarios for the feature at hand. This corresponds to transfor-
mation T4 in Figure 8. Figure 11(b) shows the composition
between Move and ThrowDice. Section V explains in detail
how the composition was implemented.

Once the composition is obtained, the test case for that com-
position is obtained using first transformation T1 (see Figure
V-B) , and then the test code is obtained using transformation
T2, as was explained in section V.

V. COMPOSITION IMPLEMENTATION

SPL product generation starts by characterizing the product
through its configuration model (i.e. the set of features to
be hold by the product). This configuration model is then
transcribed to a feature equation. For instance, the equation

2http://www.junit.org/

trivialGame = trivial • dice • base stands for product
trivialGame as the result of composing features dice and
trivial to the common base.

Implementation wise, both base and dice are realized by the
namesake packages. This implies that feature composition is
realized as package composition. A package is a containment
hierarchy of artifacts (see Figure 12). A package can contain

Figure 12. Package Composition

other packages, which are in turn composed, until atomic
artifacts are reached. Package composition percolates along
the containment hierarchy until atomic artifacts (the leaves)
are reached. This highlights that the composition operator is
polymorphic in the sense that its semantics depend on the type
of the artifact being compound.

Therefore, we need to define the semantics of composition
for two artifacts: UML packages and UML interaction dia-
grams. Since interaction diagrams realize scenarios and test
cases, defining composition of interaction diagrams addresses
how testing scenarios are obtained out of the composition
of scenarios and scenario deltas (i.e. features). Next subsec-
tions define package composition and scenario composition.
The bottom line is that the very same feature-based reuse
mechanism is being defined for both functional artifacts (e.g.
java classes) and test artifacts (i.e., scenarios). More to the
point, test artifacts are obtained at the very same pace as their
functional counterparts. The very same process that yields the
trivialGame also obtains the scenarios to test this product.

A main premise of this work is that current UML 2.0
compliant tools must support the definition of deltas, avoiding
developers the task of directly editing the XMI representation
of delta interactions. This is the most important issue to ensure
practitioners will embrace the approach. Both, Scenarios and
Test Scenarios are described through UML sequence diagram
models.

The current UML 2.0 compliant tools support the use of
gates. Specifically, IBM Rational Software Architect3 is used
to obtain the diagrams in this work. This implies that base and
deltas can resort to the same toolings. More to the point, the
composition between base and deltas (see next section) can be
achieved using XMI which in turn, ensures that the result can
also be displayed through existing UML editors.

3http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/rational/products/rsa/
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(a) Move test case in JUnit (b) ThrowDice Move scenario composition

Figure 11.

A. Composition of Packages

Composition of packages can be supported through the
UML’s Merge mechanism. A package merge is a directed
relationship between two packages that indicates that the
contents of the two packages are to be combined. It is very
similar to Generalization in the sense that the source element
conceptually adds the characteristics of the target element to its
own characteristics resulting in an element that combines the
characteristics of both [7]. Laguna et al. [11] use the package
merge mechanism to represent variability in an SPL setting.

Figure 6(b) shows the package merge for the Move func-
tionality in the Board Game SPL. For the Dice feature, the
ThrowDice use case extends the Move use case. In the UML
specification, the semantics of package merge are defined
by a set of constraints and transformations. The constraints
specify the preconditions for a valid package merge, while
the transformations describe its semantic effects. Different
metatypes have different semantics, but the general principle
is always the same: a resulting element will not be any
less capable than it was prior to the merge. Explicit merge
transformations are only defined for certain general metatypes
(Packages, Classes, Associations, Properties, etc.). UML does
not provide merge semantics for other kinds of metatypes. This
is the case of interaction diagrams.

B. Composition of Interaction Diagrams

Back to our sample case, trivialGame is characterised
through its feature equation trivial • dice • base. Therefore,
scenarios for trivialGame are obtained through composition
of base scenarios, dice scenarios and trivial scenarios. As an
example, the composition of the ThrowDice scenario, which
is part of the dice feature and the Move scenario, which
corresponds to the base yields a scenario for trivialGame
(see Figure 11(b)). This scenario can then be used to obtain a
test scenario by running a model transformation that generates
tests. This subsection addresses composition of scenarios
described as interaction diagrams.

Interaction diagrams are models. Model composition has
been defined as the operation MAB = Compose (MA, MB ,
CAB) that takes two models MA, MB and a correspondence
model CAB between them as input, and combines their ele-
ments into a new output model MAB [12]. Delta composition
is a special case, where both MA and MB conform to the same
metamodel. Delta composition is performed by pairing objects
of different models with the same name and composing them
[13].

The order between the messages in a interaction diagrams
is vital, and it should be preserved in the composition. We
need to know where exactly the variable part (i.e., the delta)
must be added to the common part (i.e. the base) to obtain
the entire functionality. To define the composition we need
to identify the point in the diagram where the delta must be
added. When adding the functionality of a feature (i.e., a delta)
to a common functionality (i.e. a base), three different cases
appear: (1) the delta is added before the first message in the
base, (2) the delta is added between two messages in the base
and (3) the delta is added after the last message in the base.

UML Gates provide a solution for the three cases. For the
second and third case, Figure 13 shows a gate in the diagram
Feature1. It is represented as an arrow with the start in the
border of the rectangle. This indicates that all messages in
Feature1 must be added after the message referenced in the
gate. If the base has more messages, the feature must be added
in between the message referenced by the gate and the next
message in the base. The gate in Feature1 is c2Op1 and it
references the message with the same name in base. The SD
Feature1•Base shows the composition. The solution for the
first case, where the variable part needs to be added before
the first message in the common part is shown in Figure
13. In this case, the arrow is represented with the start in a
lifeline inside the Interaction and the finish in the border of the
Interaction. This approach was realized using ANDROMEDA,
a tool for model composition [13]. This solution allows for
multiple composition: Feature2•Feature1•Base obtains a SD
similar to Feature1•Base of Figure 13(a) with the message
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Figure 14. Test scenario for ThrowDice.Move

Figure 13. Model composition for UML Interactions

c1Op2() added as first message. Due to space limitations, im-
plementation details have been omitted. We refer the interested
reader to [14] for a more comprehensive description.

VI. RELATED WORK

SPL testing includes the derivation of test cases for both the
core assets and the products themselves. There exist different
methodologies for deriving test cases and a summary of this
methods is given in [15], [16], [17], the most cited are from:
Nebut et al. [18], Bertolino and Gnesi [19], Reuys et al. [20],
Olimpiew and Gomma [21], Kang et al. [22]. Some of them
use UML 2.0 models to capture SPL functionality, but define
their own models to represent testing artifacts and variability
in the test model. By contrast, our work strives to be fully
UML compliant: (1) UML-TP is used for testing scenarios,
(2) package composition is introduced by using UML merge
primitive, and (3), scenarios resort to the UML gate construct
to describe partial scenarios for feature realization. Only when
UML falls short (e.g. composition of interaction diagrams) our
own semantics are introduced. Additionally, our approach ad-
vocates for a uniform treatment of artifacts no matter whether
their realize functional or testing behaviour. This is most
important for SPLs to scale up. Both, the number of artifacts
and the complexity of the development process, are larger
in SPLs than in one-off development. Uniform development
(both code artifacts and scenarios follow the same composition
principles) helps to face complexity [5]. We regard scalability
as a main requirement for traditional testing methods to be
applied to SPLs.

Focusing on Feature Oriented Model Driven Development
(FOMDD) [23], Uzuncaova et al. [24] presents an incremental
test generation approach for specifi-
cation-based testing of software product lines developed using
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AHEAD tool and focusing on the use of Alloy for test gen-
eration. They perform test generation incrementally, mapping
a formula that specifies a feature into a transformation that
defines incremental refinement of test suites. These formulas
then feed a SAT-based analyzer to generate test inputs for each
product in SPL. This work uses Jakarta code (a variation of
Java for feature implementation) as feature realizations which
are then enhanced with annotation of invariants. Our work also
uses a FOMDD approach but scenarios (rather than Java code)
are used to set the test cases.

Our proposal defines model composition for UML SD in
SPLs. The work of Apel et al. [25] is related to ours, they use
superimposition as a model composition technique in order
to support variability in the following UML diagrams: class,
state and sequence. For UML sequence diagram they only take
into account the case in that the feature is added to the end of
the base sequence diagram. Jezequel[26] also works in model
composition for UML sequence diagrams and relates it with
aspect weaving. They implement the proposal with Kermeta
using self metamodels to represent UML sequence diagrams.
Our approach uses the OMG metamodel for UML and existing
market tools to represent graphically UML sequence diagrams.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This work addresses how current feature oriented practices
for SPL development can be extended to testing. This has a
twofold implication: first, defining a SPL testing infrastructure.
Second, applying this infrastructure to obtain product tests
out of delta tests, hence realizing the reuse benefits brought
by SPL also to the testing realm. The specification of delta
scenarios is UML compliant so that UML editors are ap-
plicable. Delta scenario reuse is achieved through scenario
composition where model composition techniques are used.
The approach is illustrated using the Game SPL. Current and
future work includes evaluating the approach in a industrial
software product line.
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